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The situational judgment test (SJT) is an assessment used by the UK Foundation Programme (UKFP) in stratifying medical students applying for their first clinical jobs. It aims to measure domains including problem solving, working in a team, communication skills, working under pressure, commitment and professionalism. 1, 2 Question stems are based on situations observed in clinical practice, whereby examinees rank the appropriateness of various responses offered. Controversy in student and expert opinion makes the SJT a highly debated topic in medical education.
Academic competency is tested vigorously throughout medical school, but interpersonal and professional qualities receive lesser emphasis. Although structured interviews may provide a more dynamic platform for this purpose, the logistical and economic feasibility of this, in an already over-stretched NHS, is questionable. The SJT provides a cost and time effective manner of assessment.
With years of international research behind it, the SJT has been consistently described as a reliable method of assessing essential professional attributes. 3 Assessing these attributes notoriously difficult, even in Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE) and traditional interview settings, which depend on somewhat subjective impressions of examiners and interviewers. The SJT provides a fair standardized approach that does not rely on examiner variability. Studies have reported that SJTs are on par with selection tools such as minimultiple interviews, academic records and aptitude tests, while being fairer than modalities such as white space questions, personal statements and traditional interviews.
Ranking-style questions present their own dilemma. In a study where experts were asked to answer 35 validated ranking-style questions, less than half of the group were able to agree on the single best answer for 23% of the questions. 5 This highlights the inconsistency in expert opinion and may explain why students understandably struggle to find the single best answer.
Given the controversy of the SJT, its weighting in UKFP application should perhaps be reviewed to facilitate a more holistic view of a candidate's clinical potential. Even though the SJT has its shortcomings, its presence in the UKFP selection process is a reminder that the practice of medicine is not just an academic exercise. SJTs remain one of the most reliable, valid and cost-effective way medical students can be assessed in these domains. To better equip students for the exam and their future clinical practice, the SJT should become a more integrated part of medical studies.
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